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ABSTRACT
Facial analysis is an important domain in computer vision and has
received extensive research attention. For numerous downstream
tasks with different input/output formats and modalities, existing
methods usually design task-specific architectures and train them
using face datasets collected in the particular task domain. In this
work, we proposed a single model, Talk2Face, to simultaneously
tackle a large number of face generation and analysis tasks, e.g. text
guided face synthesis, face captioning and age estimation. Specifi-
cally, we cast different tasks into a sequence-to-sequence format
with the same architecture, parameters and objectives. While text
and facial images are tokenized to sequences, the annotation labels
of faces for different tasks are also converted to natural languages
for unified representation. We collect a set of 2.3M face-text pairs
from available datasets across different tasks, to train the proposed
model. Uniform templates are then designed to enable the model to
perform different downstream tasks, according to the task context
and target. Experiments on different tasks show that our model
achieves better face generation and caption performances than
SOTA approaches. On age estimation and multi-attribute classi-
fication, our model reaches competitive performance with those
models specially designed and trained for these particular tasks.
In practice, our model is much easier to be deployed to different
facial analysis related tasks. Code and dataset will be available at
https://github.com/ydli-ai/Talk2Face.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, there are many research and development
of automated facial analysis systems such as expression recogni-
tion [31, 43, 49], age estimation [4, 5] and text-guided generation
[52, 62]. Existing works mainly use supervised learning with large-
scale annotated data to achieve state-of-the-art results. In practice,
each task requires independent steps of data collection, data annota-
tion, model design, and training. Due to the labor-intensive process,
it’s very difficult to transfer knowledge across tasks. Previously,
multi-task learning (MTL) on several interconnected downstream
tasks has been a common scheme for face domain knowledge trans-
fer. Most works [23, 39, 55] use a shared backbone network with
task-specific output layers for similar or partially overlapping tasks.
However, these MTL frameworks can only handle limited classifi-
cation tasks. As additional layers are required to learn new tasks,
the cross-task generalization capability is limited. In addition, these
methods cannot simultaneously deal with the face discriminative
and generative tasks.

Recently, inspired by the unified transformer-based models in
natural language processing (NLP) [3, 22, 25, 37], multimodal vari-
ants [9, 35, 54] have achieved promising performance on many
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Task#1: Text-to-Face Synthesis

to image This woman has
black hair.

… …

Image TokensText Tokens

Task#2: Face Captioning

to caption

The old man has a round 
face and his chin is 
relatively narrow.

45
Task#3: Age Estimation

to attribute  age:

happy
Task#4: Expression Recognition

to attribute expression:

red
Task#N: Attribute Classification

to attribute hair color:

Talk2Face

Figure 1: Our approach represents different face-related tasks
with a unified sequence-to-sequence model and uses it for
text/face generation.

computer vision (CV) tasks. In addition to the advantage of trans-
former in architecture, these unified approaches leverage general
knowledge to alleviate the reliance on downstream task data. How-
ever, in the face domain, unified method is still unexplored. Part of
the reason is that face datasets are typically annotated for specific
tasks, and there is no method to learn generic face knowledge from
datasets of various formats and modalities.

To alleviate above limitations, in this work, we present Talk2Face,
a unified text-and-face generative model that that explicitly shares
knowledge among different tasks. We propose a natural language
supervised framework that unifies heterogeneous face related vi-
sion tasks into a single sequence-to-sequence format and enables
full parameters sharing across different tasks. In essence, we cast
different tasks as the same sequence modeling task conditioned on
prompts, with the shared model architecture and loss function.

To provide a databank for learning face domain generic knowl-
edge, we create a large-scale dataset of 2.3 million face-text pairs.
We collect face datasets from different supervision (e.g., age, race,
expression, etc.) and setup protocols to convert their labels into
text descriptions. Based on this unified dataset, we train Talk2Face
using the sequence modeling objective, i.e., feed text to produce
face or feed face to produce text.

In the inference phase, downstream tasks are represented with
the same format as the training to bridge the gap between generic
training and task-specific inference. Specifically, we use templates
to transform downstream tasks as sequence-to-sequence format.
As shown in Figure 1, text-guided face synthesis can be achieved
by feeding a text followed by a prompt “to image”, and then the
face is generated via autoregressive decoding. Similarly, for the
face captioning task, an image and a prompt “to caption” are fed
to the model, and a corresponding text is generated. For facial
analysis tasks, the model directly generates answers in text format.
In contrast to existingmethods that separately model different tasks,

our model uses the same sequence modeling head to generatively
perform all tasks without fine-tuning. Additionally, for learning
a new task, generic face knowledge can be readily leveraged by
reformulating its input and output.

To assess the performance of this unified and cross-modal train-
ing, we evaluate Talk2Face on 6 downstream tasks, including text-
guided face synthesis on Multi-Modal CelebA-HQ [51], face image
caption on CelebA-text [44], age estimation on CACD [7], race clas-
sification on FairFace [20], expression classification on AffectNet
[32] and multi-attribute classification on CelebA [29]. For text-
guided face synthesis and face image captioning tasks, our unified
approach outperforms recent state-of-the-art methods. While the
performance of our model on age estimation, expression recogni-
tion and race classification is currently not as good as those models
specially designed and trained on these particular tasks, our model
is general, trained on a single objective and does not require any
fine-tuning. We also find that downstream tasks can benefit from
generic face knowledge. For example, our model learns fine-grained
age information from general training and therefore can control the
age of faces generated in text-guided face synthesis, which is diffi-
cult to achieve for the previous literature works. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We propose the first face knowledge learning framework
to allow explicit knowledge transfer among different face-
ralated vision tasks.

• We create a large-scale face dataset containing 2.3 million
paired text and face images, for general face domain knowl-
edge learning.

• Based on the large scale face and text pairs, a transformer
based generative model, Talk2Face, is trained and directly
applied to different downstream tasks like text guided face
synthesis, face captioning and facial analysis such as age
estimation, expression recognition and race classification.

2 RELATEDWORK
Text-to-Image Generation. In the past few years, there have
been a variety of GAN-based text-to-image synthesis approaches.
Reed et al. [40] takes the noise and sentence embedding as the
input for a one-stage GAN framework to synthesize 64 × 64 images.
StackGAN [56] and StackGAN++ [57] further design a multi-stage
framework to generate 256 × 256 images. AttnGAN [53] imple-
ments a multi-stage module StackGAN++ by using attention mech-
anism. ControlGAN [26] uses a word-level spatial and channel-wise
attention-driven generator to correlate words with image regions.

In face domain, Xia et al. [51] adopt StyleGAN [21] as backbone
to synthesize high-resolution of 1024 × 1024 face images. Sun et al.
[44] use semantic embedding and attention network to generate
face images based on multiple captions input. Zhou and Shimada
[62] use pre-trained BERT model to obtain text embedding and
StyleGAN encoder for learning latent representations to perform
text-to-face generation on a small dataset. TextFace [17] encode
text description into the latent space of a pre-trained StyleGAN to
guide face images generation.

Recently, transformer-based autoregressive language models
have greatly improved the performance of various text generation
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Embedding

Transformer Layer 1

Transformer Layer N

She is young and 
has blonde hair …to caption:

Tokenizer

Prompt Target

[SOP] [SEP] [SEP]

[SEP] [SEP] [SEP]

Token Embedding
Position Embedding
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Image Tokens
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She is young and 
has blonde hair …

to caption: Text
Tokenizer
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Figure 2: Overview of our approach. Text and faces are represented as discrete sequences conditioned on prompts. Input
sequences are left-shifted for language modeling objective. We use self-attention mask to control the access to context for each
token.

tasks, such as machine translation and text summarization. Utiliz-
ing image quantization to represent images as discrete sequences,
transformer-based methods have achieved promising results on
high-resolution image synthesis [13] and text-to-image synthesis
[10, 38].

Image-to-Text Generation. A typical task of image-to-text
generation is image captioning, which converts an image into text
that describes the image’s content. Existing methods mainly adopt
encoder-decoder architectures, where an image is input to the en-
coder and text is generated in the decoder. Vinyals et al. [47] use
CNN to produce the image representation and use the last hidden
layer as an input to the LSTM decoder to generate sentences. Zhou
et al. [61] use a shared multi-layer transformer network for both
encoding and decoding, which fuses the information from both
modalities.

Image-to-text generation is further used to unify the labels of
different downstream tasks with natural language. Compared to the
output bound with the linear layer, natural language supervision
provides wider supervision for visual concepts. VL-T5 [9] handles
visual question answering, visual grounding, and image-text match-
ing tasks by generating labels in text format, for which a special text
token is used to assign a specific region in the image. PIX2SEQ[8]
tackles object detection task by converting bounding boxes and
class labels into a sequence of discrete tokens. The model receives
pixel inputs and generates the target sequence.

Compared to the prosperity of image-captioning works for natu-
ral images, the face-to-text related works is very limited. As face
attributes are fine-grained and closely related, it might be more
difficult to describe them than different objects, which requires
large-scale high quality face-text data.

Bidirectional Image-and-Text Generation. More recently,
researchers have attempted to unify the text-to-image and image-
to-text generation tasks in a single model. Huang et al. [18] formu-
late both the tasks as sequence generation tasks with a two-stage
training strategy. ERNIE-ViLG [58] unifies pre-training method for
the bidirectional image-text generation with language modeling ob-
jective and pre-trained a 10-billion parameter model on 145 million
image-text pairs.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no bidirectional
face-and-text generation work in face domain. The main reason
lies in the complexity of facial attributes, and the difficulty of co-
training with heterogeneous data from different tasks. In this work,
we uniformly represent diverse face tasks with the sequence-to-
sequence format, enabling knowledge sharing among different face
tasks. Our work is the first one to provide a unified framework, for
both text guided face synthesis and face captioning, and diverse
facial analysis tasks like age estimation, expression recognition,
race classification and facial attribute classification.

3 APPROACH
In this section, we introduce the architecture, input/output format
and objective of our framework. Also, we present the details of
data collection, prompt engineering and inference templates for
applying the proposed framework to different face generation and
analysis tasks. Figure 2 shows an overview of our model.

3.1 Unified Generative Framework
Text and Face Representation. For unifying input/output text
and image, we represent both face and text as discrete sequences.
Following previous NLP pre-training models [22, 24], the text is
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Prefix

Template [to attributes]   Image   [SEP]   key :    [Target]

age:

Prediction [to attributes] Image Tokens [SEP] age: 23

This lady is a teenager and has no 
eyeglasses.

(or) young: true; gender: female; …
Prefix

Template [to image] Caption (Attributes) [SEP] [Target]

Prediction [to image] This lady is…[SEP] Image Tokens

[to caption]   Image   [SEP]    [Target]

[to caption] Image Tokens [SEP] This man is …

prompt

expression:

[to attributes] Image Tokens [SEP] expression: surprisce

(a) Text-guided Face Synthesis (b) Face Captioning

(c) Age Estimation (d) Expression Recognition

[to attributes]  Image  [SEP]  key:  [Target]

Figure 3: Inference templates for (a) text-guided face synthesis, (b) face captioning, (c) age estimation and (d) expression
recognition.

tokenized to uncased subword tokens by WordPiece [50]. Similarly,
the face image is “tokenized” to discrete visual tokens. The image
tokenizer is the encoder of pre-trained discrete variational autoen-
coder (dVAE) [38] that encodes input image and quantizes it into
discrete visual tokens according to a codebook (i.e., vocabulary).
And the dVAE decoder is used to reconstruct the face image from
visual tokens.

The model input is made up of three parts: prompt, prefix, and
target. The prompt is always given first, and it informs the model
what task to perform in words. The prompt is then followed by
prefix and target i.e. the task context and the expected output. The
three parts are concatenated into a training instance, connected by
separate tokens ([SEP]). For each sample, we always add a special
start-of-sequence token ([SOP]) at the beginning and a separate
token at the end. The separate token marks the text (or image)
boundary and is used to learn when to terminate the decoding
process. The input sequence is divided into two segments: the
prompt and prefix in the first segment, and the target in the second.
Position embedding is used for retaining positional information.
We use standard learnable 1D position embeddings for both text
and face image [12, 22]. For each token in the input sequence, its
vector representation is computed by summing the corresponding
token, position, and segment embedding.

Training Objective. In our framework, all tasks are learned as a
sequence-to-sequence task, that is, converting the source sequences
from one domain (e.g., face image) to target sequences in another
domain (e.g., caption, category).

The faces represented as sequences are treated as a “dialect” that
shares the model structure and objective [36] with text. We use
the transformer encoder for sequence modeling to predict tokens

conditioned on the preceding tokens. Given a sequence of the con-
catenation of source tokens and target tokens, denoted as {𝑡1, ..., 𝑡𝑛},
we use the sequence modeling objective to maximize the following
likelihood:

L =
∑︁
𝑖

logP (𝑡𝑖 |𝑡1, ..., 𝑡𝑖−1;\ ) (1)

where \ is parameters of a neural network. These parameters are
trained using stochastic gradient descent.

Backbone Network. In our setting, we use a layer stacked trans-
former encoder [45] with a few modifications. Following Radford
et al. [36], layer normalization layers are moved to the input of each
sub-block. For each layer, the input vectors is linearly projected
to a triple of queries, keys and values (𝑄 , 𝐾 , 𝑉 ). The output of a a
self-attention head is computed via:

𝑀 =

{
0, 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

−∞, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
(2)

𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑄𝐾
𝑇√︁
𝑑𝑘

+𝑀) 𝑉 (3)

where 𝑑𝑘 is the dimension of keys. We use prefix attention mask𝑀
to control each token’s access to its context [11]. The tokens in the
first segment are allowed to bidirectionally attending other source
tokens, and the second segment tokens are only allowed to attend
to its left context.
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This woman has 
blond hair.

age: 20 age: 40 eyeglasses double chin

This man has big nose. 
He has no beard.

This person has bags 
under eyes, and black 
hair. He has beard.

age: 70

She is wearing earrings
and has wavy hair. 

chubby high cheekbones pale skinnarrow eyes

Figure 4: Faces generated on different textual conditions. We use captions (left) and attributes (top) to jointly control diverse
face generation.

3.2 General Cross-task Face-Text Paired Dataset
and Talk2Face Training

We collect 13 datasets from various face tasks for learning generic
face knowledge, as shown in Table 1. These datasets have different
annotation formats and differ in granularity. For example, age labels
are integers (e.g., 25) in CACD, range (e.g., 20-30) in Fairface, and
text (e.g., “This man is in his thirties.” ) in CelebA-Dialog. In our work,
all the annotations are converted into natural language without
information loss.

For different modalities of supervision, we set up a protocol to
reform them with natural language. For facial analysis tasks (e.g.,
classification and recognition), the annotated objects are converted
into key-value pairs. The key is composed of [dataset name] and
[attribute], which potentially identifies the value’s data type, i.e.,
numbers or textual categories, or boolean. For example, “cacd age:
25” and “fairface age: 10-20”. Also, we observe that labels are some-
times defined differently in different datasets, e.g., the expression
"surprise" has slightly different activation thresholds in ExpW [59]
and AffectNet [32]. As a result, another purpose of the keys is to
discern the inherent bias of overlapped datasets. Datasets with mul-
tiple attributes are joined by a semicolon “;”, such as “celeba gender:
male; bald: true; oval face: false; ...”.

We are able to straightforwardly cast all of the attributes we
considered into key-value pairs with the exception of FS2K [14],
where eyes color and lips color are RGB values like “188,143,142”.
We use the RGB Color Codes Chart to find the closest color name,
for example, “188,143,142”→ “rosy brown”.

For text-and-image datasets, the image relating to multiple texts
is separated into many one-to-one image-text pairs. In this way,
different face datasets are unified with matched face and text pairs
to form a face-generic dataset. In total, our dataset contains 2.3
million face-text pairs collected from the aforementioned datasets.

Table 1: Face Datasets

Dataset Samples Supervision

CelebA [29] 203k 40 facial attribute annotations
FS2k [14] 2k 24 features depict diverse scenes
AffectNet [32] 400k 8 facial expressions
RAF-DB [27] 29k 7 emotions
ExpW [59] 92k 7 facial expressions
CACD [7] 163k age of 2,000 celebrities
AFAD [33] 160K age and gender of Asian
IMDB-WIKI [41] 523k age and gender
FairFace [20] 101k race, gender, and age
FFHQ-Text [62] 8k text description (manually)
MM-CelebA-HQ [51] 300k text description (38 attributes)
CelebAText-HQ [44] 150k text description (manually)
CelebA-Dialog [19] 203k text description (5 attributes)

In the training phase, the instance is made up of a prefix and
target randomly sampled from our dataset, and a corresponding
prompt. The prompt is mainly used to indicate the modality of the
target (i.e., [to image], [to caption] and [to attributes]). We don’t spec-
ify the prefix because we expect the model to figure out automati-
cally. Therefore, the training contains of a total of four tasks, namely
face-to-caption, caption-to-face, face-to-attributes and attributes-
to-face. These tasks are all represented in sequence-to-sequence
format, which allows us to evaluate gradients and perform parame-
ter update using the same training objective. During training, each
minibatch has balanced training instances for each task.

3.3 Uniform Inference Template
For inference, Talk2Face tackles all tasks in a generative manner,
i.e., directly generating text/face as output. We feed the model with
prompt and prefix, then autoregressively sample tokens frommodel
likelihood. This can be achieved by simply taking the token with
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1. This middle-
aged man has a 
square face and 
his chin is 
relatively broad. 

2. She has 
wheat skin, 
slightly curved 
black eyebrows, 
and her cheeks 
are thin.

3. The woman's 
long bangs 
parted in the 
middle of her 
forehead and 
hung close to 
her cheeks. 

4. The golden 
hair man has 
short eyelashes 
and a melon seed 
face.

5. The person 
wears lipstick. 
She has blond 
hair, and pale 
skin. She is 
attractive.

7. She is wearing 
lipstick. She has 
high cheekbones, 
wavy hair, bushy 
eyebrows, and 
oval face. She is 
attractive.

6. The woman 
has wavy hair, 
black hair, and 
arched eyebrows. 
She is young. 
She is wearing 
heavy makeup.

8. He has mouth 
slightly open, 
wavy hair, bushy 
eyebrows, and 
oval face. He is 
attractive, and 
young. He has no 
beard.

(a) AttnGAN

(b) ControlGAN

(c) SEA-T2F

(d) Talk2Face

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of text-guided face synthesis.

the largest probability (greedy search) or using other stochastic
sampling techniques. The sampling ends when the [SEP] token is
generated. After that, we detokenize the generated sequence into
an face image or text.

The model learns face-domain generic knowledge in the training
stage. As a result, we can leverage knowledge from the model
without fine-tuning when performing downstream tasks. For each
task, we design an inference template that closelymatch the training
task. The users only need to choose a template, fill in the context,
and then let the model generate the [Target] part as the output.

Text-guided Face Synthesis. Figure 3-(a) presents a template
for text-guided face synthesis task, where the textual condition can
be caption or attributes or a combination of both, e.g., “This man
has black hair. smiling : true ;”. Guided by the prompt [to image] and
prefix, the model predicts a fixed-length sequence of image tokens,
and then detokenized into a face image.

Face Image Captioning task takes an image as the prefix; the
model generates a sequence of text tokens conditioned on the
prompt [to caption]. Text tokens are then mapped to subwords
and post-processed to a sentence. The inference template is shown
in Figure 3-(b).

Facial Analysis. In Figure 3-(c) we present an example for age
estimation. If the model outputs a string corresponding to a num-
ber at inference time, we convert it to an integer value; otherwise,
we treat the model’s prediction as incorrect. For expression clas-
sification (Figure 3-(d)), the model outputs a word representing
the expression category. If the word is not in the candidates, it is
considered incorrect.

We adopt different decoding strategies for autoregressive sam-
pling depending on whether the labels of a given task are enumer-
able or not. For open-answer tasks such as face synthesis and face
captioning, we adopt top-k/top-p filtering with temperature [16]
to enrich the diversity of generated token sequences. We use the
CLIP score [35] to select the top n outputs closest to the condi-
tion. For multiple-choice tasks like facial analysis, we anticipate
the model to generate values inside the candidates, where accuracy
takes precedence over diversity. Therefore, we obtain the results
using greedy decoding (i.e., choosing the highest-probability token
at every timestep).

The inference process is consistent for both text and image gen-
eration across different tasks, allowing downstream tasks to share
the same sequence modeling head without extra parameters. More-
over, our model can be easily extended to new tasks by designing
the corresponding templates with same rules.

4 EXPERIMENTS
We first train the Talk2Face model on our collected dataset and then
evaluate it on different downstream tasks. We conduct experiments
on face tasks including text guided face synthesis, face captioning
and facial analysis e.g., age estimation, expression recognition, race
categorization and face attribute classification.

4.1 Model Settings
We implement Talk2Fase based on UER-py framework [60] 1.

1https://github.com/dbiir/UER-py

https://github.com/dbiir/UER-py
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Table 2: Quantitative comparison of text-guided face synthe-
sis. ↓ means the lower the better while while ↑ means the
opposite. Qual. and Cons. are abbreviations for quality and
consistency.

Method Metrics User Study
FID ↓ IS ↑ Qual. ↑ Cons. ↑

AttnGAN [53] 126.0 2.7 3.4 3.1
ControlGAN [26] 116.3 1.9 3.7 3.7
TediGAN [51] 106.4 - 4.0 4.1
SEA-T2F [44] - 1.9 3.8 3.6

Talk2Face (Ours) 104.9 2.2 4.1 4.3

Tokenizer. Our image tokenizer follows VQGAN [13], which
has been pre-trained on FFHQ [21] dataset to better adapt to the
distribution of faces. Each image is resized to 256 × 256 resolution
and tokenized into 256 visual tokens with f=16 (frame size) and
V=1024 (vocabulary size). The text tokenizer directly follows the
BERT [22] model, which contains 30,522 uncased tokens. In total,
our multimodal vocabulary contains 31,546 tokens.

Configuration. We use a 12-layer transformer with 768 hidden
size, and 12 attention heads. The intermediate size of feed-forward
networks is 3072. This results in a model with about 110 million pa-
rameters, which is comparable to the BERT-base. For regularization,
we use a dropout with 0.1 probability.

Hyperparameters. The training runs for 500,000 steps with
a batch size of 192. AdamW [30] with 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999 is
employed for optimization. The learning rate is set to 2𝑒−4 with
linear warmup. The training process take about 15 days using 8
Nvidia Tesla P40 24GB GPUs.

4.2 Text-guided Face Synthesis
We first evaluate our model for text-guided face synthesis. The
textual captions and attribute labels or a combination of both can
be used as the control signals, opening up many possibilities for
face synthesis.

In Figure 4, we show the synthesized results by simultaneously
using textual captions and attribute labels. As can be observed,
our method can generate photo-realistic and text-relevant faces.
Moreover, our model can naturally combine textual captions and
facial attributes for more controllable face synthesis.

Quantitative Evaluation.We adopt Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [15] and Inception Score (IS) [42] to measure the statistical
similarity between the generated faces and real ones. Specifically,
we calculate FID and IS scores between 1,000 generated faces and
the validation split of our dataset. We compare our method with
existing text-to-face generation approaches including AttnGAN
[53], ControlGAN [26], TediGAN [51] and SEA-T2F [44]. The results
are shown in Table 2. We can see that our method outperforms
other approaches for both metrics.

In addition, we also conduct a user study to manually evaluate
the image quality and consistency with the given textual captions.
In our experiment, we show each user a given textual caption and
a corresponding face generated by different approaches, and ask
them to rate a score between 1-5 in terms of the image quality and

consistency with the given text. We collect 50 text-face pairs and
invite 10 users to perform this task. The average results are shown
in Table 2, there is an obvious preference for our approach over
others.

Qualitative Comparison. The visual comparisons of different
methods on Multi-Modal CelebA-HQ [51] and CelebAText-HQ [44]
are shown in Figure 5. Row (a)-(d) present the example faces gener-
ated by four methods, and column 1-8 represent the text on which
the images are generated.

We find faces generated by AttnGAN, ControlGAN with blurry
textures and color distortions. Look into the details of SEA-T2F,
where some face attributes are lost or blurred (e.g., ears of c1 and
teeth of c2), some appearances are not photo-realistic (e.g., hair
of c5 and face shape of c1). In addition, we also find that existing
approaches have difficulty in synthesizing regions around the face,
including the neck and clothes, (e.g., neck of a5, b5, and c8 are
blurred, and the right collar of c1 is missing). In comparison with
other approaches, Talk2Face generates clearer and more photo-
realistic faces.

We further evaluate the synthesis diversity of our method. In
particular, we compare multiple synthesized face images using the
same text description with the state-of-the-art GAN-based method
TediGAN [51]. As shown in Figure 6, we can see that the samples
generated by TediGAN are very similar, except for the color of skin
and background. By contrast, the proposed Talk2Face can produce
more diverse faces with different ages and ethnicities. On the other
hand, in order to generate different samples, TediGAN requires style
mixing with manually selected layers. By contrast, the diversity
of our method comes from a random sampling strategy without
human interaction.

This woman has black long hair and wears earrings. She is smiling.

He has beard and black hair. 

TediGAN

Talk2Face

TediGAN

Talk2Face

Figure 6: Diversity comparison with TediGAN.

4.3 Face Image Captioning
In this part, we evaluate the proposed model for face image cap-
tioning. We compare Talk2Face with recent state-of-the-art method
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A man in a suit and tie smiling at 
the camera.

A woman with red lipstick and blonde 
hair and blue eyes.

This attractive, and young woman has 
oval face, wavy hair, pointy nose, 
arched eyebrows, and brown hair.

This person has gray hair, and big 
nose and is wearing necktie. He is a 
thin man and he has a broad forehead.

OFA

Talk2Face

Figure 7: Generated captions on face images. Compared to
OFA, Talk2Face can generate more detailed captions.

Table 3: Results of face captioning on CelebA-text. B-4 and
R-L are abbreviations for BLEU-4gram and ROUGE-L.

Method B-4 R-L METEOR CIDEr Rich. Acc.(%)

OFA 12.5 33.6 15.9 11.4 2.9 87.2
Talk2Face (Ours) 33.4 53.5 28.4 40.0 3.8 92.7

Table 4: Performance on facial analysis tasks. Note that base-
lines are modeled for single task, whereas our model gener-
alizes to all tasks. AE: age estimation, ER: expression recog-
nition, RC: race classification, MAC: multi-attribute classifi-
cation.

Models AE ER RC MAC
MAE ↓ Acc. ↑ Acc. ↑ Acc. ↑

CORAL[4] 5.4 - - -
Mollahosseini et al. [32] - 58.0 - -
Karkkainen and Joo [20] - - 75.4 -
HFE[55] - - - 92.2

Talk2Face (Ours) 8.3 44.7 66.2 90.3

OFA [48] on CelebAText-HQ [44] test set, which is manually anno-
tated and therefore closer to the general image caption task. We
use BLEU[34], ROUGE[28], CIDEr [46], METEOR[1] as evaluation
metrics.

Human evaluation is also conducted to assess the richness and
accuracy of generated captions. The richness is determined by the
number of entities (attributes) stated in the caption, and the accu-
racy is assessed by the entities correctly described. We randomly
select 50 images to generate captions and ask 5 users to annotate
entities and accuracy. As illustrated in Table 3, Talk2Face outper-
forms the baseline model on all metrics. Qualitative examples are
provided in Figure 7. It can be seen that the captions generated by
Talk2Face are much richer and more accurate.

4.4 Facial Analysis
We now evaluate Talk2Face on four facial analysis tasks, i.e., age
estimation on Cross-Age Celebrity Dataset (CACD) [7], expression
recognition on AffectNet [32], race classification on FairFace [20]
and multi-attribute classification on CelebFaces Attributes dataset
(CelebA) [29].

We evaluate age estimation with mean absolute error (MAE),
and accuracy for other tasks. In Table 4, we compare Talk2Face
with approaches specially designed and trained for different tasks.
As shown in the table, while the multiple attribute classification ac-
curacy of Talk2Face is comparable to that of HFE, the performances
of our approach on AE, ER and RC are not as good as that of STOA
methods.

One of the possible reasons is that our method needs to simulta-
neously adapt to different classification labels of multiple datasets.
For example, in the expression recognition task, the number of
expressions labeled for AffectNet and ExpW are 8 and 7, respec-
tively. As a result, it is more difficult to learn a unified model than
a task-specified one. The second reason is the capability of the
BERT tokenizer in numerical representation. The BERT vocabulary
represents each integer within 200 as separate word, therefore, in
the age estimation task, it’s difficult for the loss function to measure
the numerical differences between the label and the prediction. One
possible improvements is to modify the text tokenizer to map each
digit to a word (e.g., “19” is tokenized into “1” and “9”).

The reason for better performance of Talk2Face on CelebA could
be that, CelebA transforms multi-label classification into multi-
ple binary-classification tasks, allowing the model to focus on a
relatively simple subtask.

In this study, we do not aim to boost performance of our model
on a specific task; instead, we seek a possibility of a unified model
for diverse face generation and analysis tasks. We hope our work
could inspire future works in this direction.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a general generative framework, Talk2Face,
for a number of different face generation and analysis tasks, e.g. text-
guided face synthesis, face captioning, age estimation, expression
recognition and attribute classification etc. Based on the unified se-
quence representation for text, face and category labels, the model
trained with 2.3 million face-text pairs achieves comparable per-
formances with those models specially designed and trained for
specific tasks, without any fine-tuning.

Limitations and future work. The current limitation of our
approach is that creating faces in an autoregressive manner is
computationally expensive because images are two-dimensional
and have considerably more tokens than text. We aim to use linear
time transformer variants to speed up training and inference of
long sequences in future work. Although our model is versatile, we
do not currently support face editing tasks (text + image→ image
in sequence-to-sequence format). In the future, we will scale up the
training to support more downstream tasks.
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Table 5: Effect of components in Talk2Face.

Models CelebA-HQ CACD CelebA
FID ↓ MAE ↓ Acc. ↑

Talk2Face (100k steps) 106.2 10.9 87.2

– OpenImage VQGAN 141.7 10.3 88.4
– Single-dataset (CACD) - 11.7 -
– Single-dataset (CelebA) - - 86.2

A ANALYSIS
In this part, we analyse the effect of image tokenizer and multi-
dataset training. The models are evaluated on face synthesis (i.e.,
CelebA-HQ), age estimation (i.e., CACD) and multi-attribute classi-
fication (i.e., CelebA). We set the training steps to 100,000, which
is 20% of the total steps used in the previous experiments. Table 5
reports the results.

Effect of Image Tokenizer. We replace Talk2Face’s image tok-
enizer with VQGAN-OpenImage (f=8, V=8192), which is pretrained
on a large-scale dataset beyond face images. Thus, it has a large
codebook and sequence length. We find that it performs better on
face analysis tasks, but not so well on face synthesis. The main
reason is that longer input sequences can provide more detailed
image representations that are helpful for classification tasks, but
are more challenging to produce as outputs. Qualitative examples
of different VQGAN are shown in Figure 8.

(a) VQGAN-OpenImage (b) VQGAN-FFHQ

Figure 8: Qualitative examples of different image tokeniz-
ers. (a) Samples form VQGAN-OpenImage. (b) Samples form
VQGAN-FFHQ.

Single-dataset vs.Multi-dataset Training.We compare Talk2Face
trained on a single dataset and our large-scale dataset. For single-
dataset models, we keep the preprocessing protocol unchanged and
separately use CACD and CelebA data for training. It can be seen
that multi-dataset training outperforms that of single-dataset. We
assume that heterogeneous datasets provide generic knowledge
that is beneficial for learning specific tasks.

B SELF-ATTENTION MAP
Multi-head self-attention allows the model to jointly attend to in-
formation from different representation subspaces at different posi-
tions. In Talk2Face, we observe that each attention head focuses on
different regions of the image and is able to distinguish between
the person and background.

Figure 9: Self-attention map for different attention heads.

In Figure 9, we plot the self-attention map of different heads
within an image. The visualizations are produced by attention
scores computed via query-key product in the last layer at the
last time-step. It shows the image tokens that Talk2Face attends
to when predicting the next token. Talk2Face learns to distinguish
semantic regions from text-image pairs, even if there are no image
segmentation annotations in the training data. Similar properties
are also observed by Caron et al. [6] and Bao et al. [2]. It partially
indicates Talk2Face has learned generic face knowledge.
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